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Frontispiece. Supervisory Control and Diagnostic System Console. This console is the prototype 
for seven units that will be used to control the MFTF. The three upper screens display status 
information, and the two lower screens are covered with touch-sensitive transparent plastic that 
can give X-Y coordinates to the console computer. In effect, the two lower screens are variable 
control surfaces that can make an unlimited number of "control panels" available to an operator. 
All control panels consist of sets of graphically defined multicolored buttons and control 
information. As the operator touches the screen with a finger, a transparent touch sensor detects 
where the finger touched, and hence, which button the operator implied. These control consoles 
will be the primary man-machine interface to the MFTF for control and diagnostics. 



PREFACE 
Our intent in th» Magnetic Fusion Energy Quarterly Report is to provide a timely summary of activities 

within the Magnetic Fusion Energy (MFE) Program at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. In a given Quarterly. 
not all MFE projects are necessarily represented. Throughout, details are kept to a minimum; readers desiring 
additional information are encouraged to read referenced documents or to contact the individuals engaged in 
the projects. 

The information in each Quarterly is presented in the same sequence as in the Field Work Package 
Proposal and Authorization System (WPAS) submissions prepared for the U. S. Department of Energy; the three 
main sections are Confinement Systems, Development and Technology, and Applied Plasma Physics. Each of 
these sections is introduced by an overall statement of the goals and purposes of the groups reporting in it. As 
appropriate within each section, statements of the goals of individual programs and projects are followed by 
articles containing summaries of significant recent activity and descriptive text. 

In the last Quarterly for each fiscal year, we include an appendix that lists all publications and 
presentations prepared by MFE personnel during that year. 
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MAGNETIC FUSION ENERGY QUARTERLY REPORT 
January through March 1979 

1. CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS 
Lawrence I.ivcrmore Laboratory (ILL) has primary national responsibility lor magnetic-mirror programs, 

an approach pioneered here since th;- early 1950's. A goal of I.I.I.'s magnetic fusion energy (MFE) program is to 
provide the technology to develop a continuously operating fusion reactor. The heart of this reactor will be a 
plasma confined by magnetic-mirror geometry and continuously sustained by injection of beams of energetic 
neutral atoms (such as deuterium). 

Three confinement systems are now in operation or under construction at LIT: the Tandem Mirror 
Experiment ( IMX). the Beta II (formerly 2XIIB), and the Mirror Fusion Test Facility (MFTF). 

• In 1976, we proposed a new idea: the tandem-mirror concept. A tandem minor reactor would contain 
a long solenoidal magnet terminated at both ends by conventional mirror cells. These cells would act as "end 
plugs" !<> prevent plasma leakage out the ends of lhe solenoid. TMX is being constructed to lest the principles 
of this concept. 

• Beta II relies on magnetic fields to confine a hot, dense plasma for a short time. It features C-shaped 
magnetic coils that form the confining magnetic field. Their unique shape (in what is known as a yin-yang 
geometry) stabilizes the confined plasma by creating a magnetic field (a magnetic well) that increases in every 
direction from the plasma center. 

• MFTF. now being constructed, will bridge the physics and engineering gaps: between current experi
ments and an experimental fusion reactor planned for operation by 1990. MFTF will use a superconducting 
magnet of yin-yang design (similar to the 2XIIB experiment). This magnet will be capable of continuous operation. 

Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX) 
The Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX) 1 " will test a new principle for improved confinement in mirror 

systems. The basic idea is to reduce the plasma loss rate by electrostatically plugging the ends of a solenoidal central-
confinement region using the high positive ambipolar potential generated in minimum-B end plugs. Each end plug 
will be driven by the injection of neutral beams from 12 source modules, in a manner similar to that used in the 
2X1IB experiment. 

TMX has three fundamental objectives: 
• To demonstrate the establishment and maintenance of a potential well between two mirror plasmas. 
• lb develop a scalable magnetic geometry, while keeping macroscopic stability at high beta. 
• To investigate the microslability of the plug-solenoid combination to maximize the plug-density/ 

injection power ratio. 
Possible secondary objectives that have important reactor implications include the study of enhanced 

radial transport in the solenoidal cell and the accumulation of thermalized alpha particles in the central plasma. 
I he key physics parameters projected for the TMX experiment are listed in Table I. 

TMX Machine Checkout 

In March all TMX subsystems were successfully 
checked out. Physics experiments will begin when the 
neutral beam power is worked up. 

On March Nth. we conducted a TMX system 
checkout. At that time we operated the magnets, 
getters, startup plasma guns, neutral beams, interlock. 

and diagnostic systems. This checkout verified that all 
systems function simultaneously, and we identified 
and remedied minor problems. The neutral-beam 
power was insufficient for plasma buildup. The 
remainder of the month was devoted to further 
increasing the neutral-beam power. 

1 



TABLE I. Key physics parameters for the TMX experiment. 

Parameter 

Electron 

Temperature, T c 

Confining pntential. </>c 

Plug 
Density\ assumed uniform over Vp), n 
Average energy, K p 
Radius of plasma half-maximum, rn 
Central magnetic field, B p 
Confinement product, (nr) p 

Central cell 
Density (assumed uniform over V c), n, 
Ion temperature. T e 

Confining ion potential, r/>c 

Length. f.c 

Radius. r r 

Magnetic field. flc 

Confinement product, (nr) c 

The magnet system was successfully run at full 
field for the base case (1.0 T in plug and 0.05 T in 
solenoid) with the master timing system that syn
chronizes the magnets with other TMX systems. At 
this time, our measurements show that the TMX 
startup guns generate a satisfactory target plasma. As 
we expected from 2XI1B experience, diamagnetic loop 
measurements indicated that hot plasma buildup did 
not occur when wc injected 75-A atom equivalent 
current. Wc expect at least 125 A more current to 
be required. 

During the past quarter, the manpower on the 
neutral-beam system was increased to simultaneously 
support three activities: 

• Dummy-load checkout of north-side 40-kV 
neutral-beam power supplies. 

• Implementation of improvements to the exist
ing system. 

• Testing to identify further power-supply im
provements. 

At the end of March the status was as follows: 
• North-side 40-kV arc/filament supply checkout 

was completed and accel/decel supply checkout was in 
progress. 

• Several improvements were identified and 
demonstrated in the arc supply, the accel supply, and 
the controls. 

• One beam reached full power of 20 kV at 75 A 
for 25 ms (on April 3). 
The improvements demonstrated in March were to be 
installed throughout the TMX system in April, and 

Value 

fl.i keV 
1.1 keV 

5 >: lO'-'cm -' 
26 keV 
7 cm 
i.o r 
.i y in"cm""•' • s 

1.2 y Ifl'-'cm •' 
0.080 keV 
0.29 keV 
5.5 m 
31 cm 

0.05 T 
.1.1 X I 0 " c m •' • s 

then the system will be run up in power for the initial 
TMX experiments we expect to carry out next quarter. 

The TMX vacuum system employs 88 titanium 
getter wires to evaporate a thin tilanium film preceding 
each shot. The Ti-Ta alloy wires are 3 mm in diameter 
and have an average length of about 2 m. Five spare 
wires in each position bring the total number of wires 
to 52K. This getter system operated for the first time 
this quarter and reduced the base pressure from 
2 X 1 0 to 2 X 10 within a few cycles of getiering. 
We expect further reduction with sustained opera
tion and with simultaneous cooling of the liquid 
nitrogen panels. 

The TMX machine is lined with stainless steel 
panels that can be cooled with liquid nitrogen. 
When coated with fresh titanium surface, these 
supercooled panels provide an active surface for 
pumping gas. (The panels divide the TMX tank into 
several volumes, which makes it possible to pump 
neutral-beam gas to keep the background gas pres
sure low in the region of the hot-ion plugs.) We 
cooled the panels down one at a time this quarter to 
check for possible cold leaks. We were pleased to 
detect only one sma!! leak; this indicates that this 
LN liner system was successfully installed. 

Target Plasma Measurements 
(J. H. Foote) 

Line-density measurements of the target plasma 
indicate that the TMX startup guns provide a suitable 
target for neutral-beam buildup. 

2 
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Fig. 1. Fraction of the neutral beam transmitted 
through Ihe plasma. Also shown is the period during 
which the streaming guns were emitting plasma. 

We have measured Ihe plasma line density from 
the startup streaming guns at a plug midplane. This 
was done with a beam-attenuation detector aimed 
through the plasma at one of the neutral-beam 
sources. (The reduction in flux of neutral-beam 
particles reaching the detector when a plasma is 
present is a measure of the amount of plasma 
transversed by the beam.) 

This measurement is obtained from the signal 
from the beam-attenuation detector with and with
out the streaming guns firing. By .comparing the 
background shots (no streaming guns) and the 
plasma shots (streaming guns fired), we determine 
that the beam flux to the detector was attenuated 
during the period thai the streaming guns were on. 
After normalizing the two signals to the same value 
at a time when the guns were off to account for 
shot-to-shot beam variations - we obtain the beam 
absorption fraction shown in Fig. I. 

From the measured attenuation and from 
cross-section information on beam-plasma particle 
interactions, we calculate the line integral of the 
plasma density passed through by the beam (/ndl). 
This result is plotted in Fig. 2, with the maximum 
fndl value observed of about 2 X 10 cm ". These 
data were reduced with the TMX data processing 
system described on p. 9. The noise is due to detec
tor noise, beam noise, and fluctuations in plasma 
density. 

Electron-Beam Startup 
(D. P. Grubb) 

We have designed and are fabricating an electron-
beam (E-beam) startup system for TMX. 

1 10 

Time — ms 

Fig. 2. Line integral (/ndl) of streaming-gun plasma 
density. 

Experiments in the 2XIIB device showed that it 
was possible to ionize the gas in the stabilization gas 
box by using a pulsed F.-hcam (30 A. 20 kV). The 
resulting plasma formed a sufficiently large and 
dense target plasma to allow the buildup of a hot. 
dense plasma fueled by the 2XIIB neutral beams. 
Vacuum ultraviolet measurements of titanium and 
carbon impurities showed that the F-hcam-crealed 
target plasma was significantly cleaner than a target 
plasma formed by the titanium washer stack guns. 
However, similar measuiements of the hot, dense, 
steady-stale plasma created by neutral-beam injec
tion indicated that the target plasma was not the 
dominant source of impurities in the hot plasma. 
We observed very few differences between the plas
mas that were started up with the F-heams and 
those started with the titanium washer slack guns. 

Electron-beam assembly 

Gate valve 

I I 
o o o 

o 

DDDDD 
DDDQD-

o o\o 
â  - Plug tank 

Neutral injection-
Fig. 3. Electron-beam gun assembly mounted on 
TMX end flange. 
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Fig. 4. Electron-beam gun assembly. 



In TMX, however, the method of startup may 
be quite important. High-Z impurities introduced 
into the plasma during startup may be trapped in 
the TMX center cell while the end-plug plasmas are 
built up by neutral-beam injection. These multiply-
ionized impuritLs, which are electrostatically con
fined in the center cell, would then cause radiation 
power drain on the electron energy that could limit 
the electron temperatures achievable in TMX. 

For this reason we have designed an E-beam 
startup system for TMX. In our design, the 2XI1B 
electron-beam guns will be housed in vacuum-tight 
assemblies separated from the main T M A vacuum 
vessel by a gate valve (Fig. 3). The entire E-beam 
assembly is mounted at an angle that closely aligns 
it to the TMX field. This remote placement of the 
E-beams will allow us to install, test, and repair 
them without reducing the machine vacuum. Con
versely, the E-beams can be maintained at a static 
vacuum to protect their cathodes while TMX is not 
under vacuum (Fig. 4). The remote location of the 
E-beams will also allow us to easily change their 
alignment under vacuum because they are in a 
region of low-plasma density that should minimize 
any plasma-induced shorting problems. 

This remote placement of the electron-beams 
requires that we supply each beam with its own 
solenoidal magnetic field. The ambient TMX field 
in the region of the E-beams is approximately 65 G 
for the base case magnetic field (Bjjj-jf = 1.0 T, 
^center = "^5 T). For the E-beams to operate at 
20 kV, a minimum solenoidal field strength of 

approximately 0.1 T is required to maintain the 
equilibrium electron orbits within the anode-cathode 
gap. The addition of the E-beam magnet raised ques
tions about perturbations of the TMX base-case field, 
particle adiabaticity. and the concentration of the ion 
flux in the region of the E-beam. 

To answer these questions, we have employed 
the rru.j;netic-field codes EFFl' and MAFCO and 
the particle-following code TIBRO.' The effect on 
the TMX field caused by the addition oftheE-beam 
magnets is shown clearly in Figs. 5 and 6. The 
dominant effect of the extra coil is to draw the 
r = 4 cm and r = 5 cm field lines into the coil 
around the E-beam. In this field configuration, there
fore, the F-beam will pass 4 to 5 cm off centcrlinc at 
the midplanc of the plug. (This alignment is quite 
similar to that in the 2XI1B experiments, where the 
E-beam also mapped 4-5 cm above the centerlinc at 
the midplane of the mirror.) The perturbation of field 
lines other than these two is small. However, the 
E-beam system is being designed so that the E-beam 
magnetic field can be crowbarred out in a period of 
1-3 ms after startup has been achieved, so that even 
these small perturbations can be avoided. 

Results of the parti le-following calculations 
indicate that 20-kV electrons will follow the magnetic 
fie!J lines through the machine, even when a field 
alignment error of 5° is assumed. The mapping of the 
electron beam into the gas box is shown in Fig. 7. The 
E-beam on the same end of the machine as the gas box 
creates a thin line near the center of the gas box; an 
E-beam from the opposite end of the experiment 

300 
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1 1 ' 
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i ' i • 
-

^ r = 6 c m _ 
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r = 4 cm 
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Fig. S. Magnetic-field line plots and mod-B contours 
for TMX base case magnetic field (BjIHf = 10 kG, 
Bcc„,er = 500 G). 
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Fig. 6. Magnetic-fHd line plots and mod-B contours 
showing the effects of the E-beam magnet on the base-
case field: r = (a> 0 cm, (b) I cm, (c) 2 cm, (d) 3 cm, 
(e) 4 cm, (f) 5 cm, and (g) 6 cm. 
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.ihie to successiull;. operate the I'-beams mounted on 
the end tanks of 1 MX. 

T M X Diagnostics 

The initial set of diagnostics on T M X this quar
ter 4 was checked out with plasmas generaled dur ing 
the March system checkout. Diagnostic develop
ment activhic, this quarter centered on plug Thomson 
scattering, axial l ight- ion beam probe, transverse 
heavy-ion beam probe, and low-energy solenoid 
charge-evchange analy/er. 

Thomson Scattering. IK. A. (iantlnian. ./. /•.' (lamer. 
•1. M. Irani, and S. I. Jenkins) 

I he I honison scattering syst.'m wil l measure the 
electron temperature .md density in the east plug by 
measuring the Doppler broadening and intensity of 
sea'tered rubv laser light. 

We completed the assembly of all of the major 
mechanical-optical subsystems. The laser-beam input 
arm (Fig. X). the laser-beam dump (Fig. 9). and the 
scaltered-light-\ie\ving optics (Fig. 10) were all cleaned 
and assembled in a "clean room" to prevent con-
taminalion of the various optical components. The 
input arm. with its focusing lens, and the beam dump 
were then checked and prealigned with a HcNe laser. 
We also cheeked the viewing optics for proper focus 

Fig. 8. Laser-beam input a rm: (a) front and (b) rear 
views. 

Fig. 9. I.aser-beam dump: (a) front and (b) rear 
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and imaging from a plane that corresponds to the 
radial measurement positions in the plasma. I hese 
subsystems are now ready for installation. 

Fig. 10. Scatlered-i-ght-viewing optics subsystem: 
(a) whole assembly and (b) detail. 

I he ruh\ laser beam was aliened and eheeked 
through the beam transport optus ;o where it would 
enter the input arm. Assembly ol the scattcicd-light-
distribution hn\ and its opues i\ ig 111 was com
pleted. Ibis ho\ will mount abuse the slewing optics 
and will direet the light Irom the three radial positions 
in the plasma to the appropriate poluhromator I Ins 
box also contains a light source that is used to 
calibrate the gain of all the photomultiplier I I'M I 
lubes alter each plasma shot. ( I his is automatical!;, 
performed bv out I homson-scaiiermg controllei and 
the 'I MX computer. I One ol our spectrometer was 
converted to a ten-channel poluhromator. and was 
then aligned: it is now ready lot installation. Assembly 
began on our ol the ten-channel I'M h o \ c and the 
associated light pipes that connect the I'M tubes to 
the polychromator. 

(a) 

Fig. II. Scatlered-light-distribution ho* and optics: 
(a) front and (b) rear views. 
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Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of the light-ion-beam probe diagnostic used fo measure (he axial ambipolar 
potential distribution. 

An electronic design was completed to provide 
remote operation of the laser and also to tie the 
Thomson scattering system and laser into the TMX 
shot sequence. Fabrication and installation of the 
necessary electronic components and cabling also 
began. 

Light-Ion-Beam Probe. (T. A. Casper and R. S. 
Hornady) 

The light-ion-beam probe (L(BP) incorporates 
a helium ion beam and a partial analyzer mounted 
coaxially on the TMX symmetry axis. It will be used 
to measure the ambipolar potential along the TMX 
axis. 

A schematic diagram of the system is shown in 
Fig. 12. The helium beam, developed originally for 
RTNS-II. runs at 20 kV and produces 30 mA of 
helium ions ( H e ) . The collisional ionization rate of 
He to He is dependent on the axial line density, 
while the measured energy depends on the ambipolar 
potential at the point of the ionization event. Thus, 
the axial potential distribution can be deduced from 
current-vs-beam-energy data and knowledge of the 
axial density. 

During this period, we operated the source on the 
test stand where it was developed and measured the 
energy distribution of the beam. From these tests, we 
concluded that the beam has an energy spread on the 
order of 80 V and is suitable for use as a probing beam. 

Following the testing, we moved the beam and 
the major components of the test stand to TMX and 

installed them, as well as the analyzer. The electronics 
was partially checked o.it and the system was aligned 
to the geometric axis of TMX. We expect the system 
to be operational during the next quarter. 

Heavy-Ion-Beam Probe. (R. S Hornady. G. Hallock *, 
anil R. Klinkwosiein*) 

The heavy-ion-beam probe (HIBP) measures the 
radial distribution of ambipolar potential in the mid-
plane of the solenoid of TMX. Taking the radial 
measurements requires a beam that can be electro
statically deflected and varied in energy during the 
interval when a stable plasma exists in HvlX. These 
requirements call for a real-time control system. In 
this design, the control system consists of a micro
processor, three CAMAC crates, and an auxiliary 
high-speed crate controller. The auxiliary crate con
troller incorporates hardware multipliers to achieve 
sufficient processing speed for real-time control of 
the HIBP. 

During this quarter, we began the checkout of the 
portion of the electronics that was fabricated at LLL. 
Concurrently, the software drivers were being written 
and an executive program from the time-of-flight 
processor was modified for use as the HIBP executive. 

We assembled the energy analyzer with its 
vacuum-compatible electronics and installed the 
combination. We have conducted noise tests and have 
found excellent agreement with anticipated behavior. 

•Permanent address: Rensselaer Polrlechnir Institute. 
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The primary beam-line components were cabled 
together, and preparations wee made to begin testing 
the primary beam with and without the TMX mag
netic field. We expect this system to be operational 
during the next quarter. 

Low-Energy Time-of-Flighl Analyer. (A. I.. Hum) 
The low-energy time-of-flight analyzer provides 

the energy spectrum of the electrostatically confined 
deuteron ion distribution in the centra! cell between 
the two minimum-B end cells. (The installation of the 
analyzer on TMX has been described.9) Three areas 
of activity remain: 

• We must extend the measurements of the 
relative counting efficiency of the microchannel 
plate (MCP) detector from the energy range of 
200 to 50 eV. 

• We must develop an effective way to reduce 
the saturation effect on the microchannel plate out
put of ultraviolet or other high-energy radiation 
transmitted through or reflected around the chopper-
gate. 

• We must transmit the data from the present 
LS1-11 configuration to the central TMX computer 
for storage and processing. 

Progress in each of these three areas is reported 
in the following paragraphs. 

The efficiency of the MCP in D° detection 
depends on the energy of the D" over the energy 
range from 200 to 50 eV (See Ref. 10). A calibration 
of the MCP with D is thought to be of sufficient 
accuracy to infer a correct velocity spectrum from the 
MCP detector count as a function of time and to 
assign a kinetic temperature to the ion-energy distribu
tion. Calibration requires, if not a known current, at 
least a reproducible current of about 10 " A of D 
incident on the MCP. This should provide a count 
ra"e of 6 X 10 counts per second if the counting 
efficiency is about 10 . Because of scattering effects, 
it is difficult to quantitatively deflect such a beam from 
a Faraday cup into the MCP; hence, we have collected 
a portion of the beam on a negatively biased grid 
placed in front of the MCP. The collected positive 
grid current appears to be linearly related to the count 
rate of the MCP. We have found in these preliminary 
measurements that the efficiencies (counts/ion) for 
deuterons incident at 100, 150, and 200 eV are in the 
ratio of 3 to 6 to 16, respectively. We have not yet made 
reliable measurements below 100 eV because of what 
we believe to be surface-scattering of perhaps as much 
as 30% to 50% of the beam from the walls and 
electrodes." This defect in the calibration will be 

corrected by an improvement in the geometry, so that 
the MCP detector is shielded from the terminus of 
the beam. 

Ultraviolet and other high-energy plasma radia
tion is incident on the microchannel plate when the 
chopper gate is open. This 2-ps burst of signal at the 
MCP marks the start-time for the time-of-flight mea
surement. If the radiation from the plasma is allowed 
to reflect around the chopper gate, the MCP suffers 
charge depletion if the potential difference across the 
detector is adjusted for highest gain. The resulting 
loss of sensitivity disables the detector for several 
milliseconds. (The effect is documented in the literature 
on the MCP.12) It can probably be eliminated by 
shielding the detector from reflected radiation and by 
reducing the gain of (he MCP. While the effectiveness 
of these measures awaits further test with the plasma, 
it is always possible—by some increase in experi
mental complexity- to reduce the potential difference 
across the MCP for the 2 (is of irradiation. 

The data from the MCP are now collected as 
counts per selccted-lime-interval, usually I or 10 s. 
for as many as 4096 sequential time-intervals and 
stored in the counting circuit memory during the 
plasma shot. After the shot, this information is trans
mitted via a Camac system and appears either as a 
table of numbers or as a graphic display generated by 
the LS1-11 system on a CRT terminal. A photo-
isolated link with the central TMX computer is now 
under construction to allow time-of-flight data to be 
archived in the central computer for subsequent 
processing. 

TMX Computer System 
(W. F. Cummins. D. M. Bell. T. A'. Haruiam. C. P. 
Parrish. W. W. Thompson, ami G. E. Wilcox) 

An initial set of diagnostic data processing 
routines and an interim intershot processing procedure 
have been added to the system described in our last 
report. These routines write processed data to disc, 
and a separate set of display routines operating either 
from system commands or from a terminal produces 
graphics from these files. Although hard-copy output 
rates are still limited by the available equipment, 
intershot data processing does not pile up because of 
this. Also, procedural changes have increased the 
computer's utilization factor by allowing it to switch 
programs resident in memory. 

Fig. 2 (p. 3) is an example of the output pro
duced from the beam-attenuation diagnostic. (Al
though the plot and hard copy required about 15 s.. 
the processing ran within 2 s.) 
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Beta II 

Beta M is the name given to the reconfigured 2XIIB facility alter power supplies and other equipment 
wcie transferred to IMX. Bela II will begin to operate in the Summer of 1979. when new power supplies are 
installed, other supplies reconfigured, and new neutral-beam modules built. 

I he first experiments to be carried out arc with a field-reversed plasma gun to generate a field-reversed 
'. it get plasma for neutral-beam heating and confinement studies. In addition. Beta II will be capable of continuing 
plnsics studies in support of MFTF. 

Beta II Kxperiment 
' I I . Turner. (. Ilarlman. I). Primo. B. Staltartl. J. 
'.;>/,u. //. «<•//'. .V. Bishop. A. Chargin. I). Mullenhoff. 
I I'ltlroiii, H'. KcM.vv. ami M. Rkhanistm) 

Most Beta II activity Ihis quarter has been di-
tected toward preparation for the field-reversed plas
ma gun experiment, replacement of components and 
laeilities transferred to the 'I'MX experiment, and in
stallation of the II'INS injector. The first physics ex
perimentation is scheduled to begin with tests of ti-c 
field-reversed plasma gun this summer. 

Beginning in November 1978. shortly after ap
proval of the plasma gun proposal, we began work in 
each of the major subsystems of the plasma gun and 
began purchasing equipment for the stand-alone facil
ity. At present, the Bela II activities are organized into 
six major categories: 

• Guide field system. 
• Plasma gun design and construction. 
• Capacitor banks. 
• Machine control system. 
• Diagnostics and data acquisition system. 
• I PINS installation. 
The guide field system requires installation of six 

600-kW power supplies. Two of these are already on 
site and are being installed. The other four are being 
procured. 

The detailed design of the plasma gun is complete 
and all parts are being fabricated. Figure 13 shows the 
design of the plasma gun. The solenoid magnet for the 
outer electrode has been wound, and it is ready for 
vacuum impregnation. Design of the plasma-gun col
lector plates is complete, and fabrication has begun 
for some parts. Design of a mechanical support and 
retraction system for the plasma gun is in progress. 

Designs of all of the capacitor banks required for 
the plasma gun. main gun bank, inner solenoid bank, 
outer solenoid bank, and gas-valve bank are complete. 
Prototype tests of the main gun bank and solenoid 
banks have been completed. Fabrication of the main 
gun bank has begun. 

The central timing distribution for control of the 
plasma gun has been worked out. The only new equip

ment items required are lime-delay chassis, which have 
been ordered. Design of a control system for the new 
600-kW guide field-power supplies is complete, and 
the electronics required are in fabrication. Oscillo
scopes for monitoring machine operation have been 
ordered. 

A new diagnostic- room is under construction 
and signal-cable conduit is being installed. All of the 
data acquisition hardware, computer equipment, and 
oscilloscopes for the plasma gun and stand-alone fa
cility have been ordered and partial shipments have 
begun to arrive. Design of magnetic probes and a 
calorimeter for the plasma gun is complete, and both 
are in fabrication. 

Field-Reversed Plasma Gun Calculations 
(J. W. Shearer. J. I.. I-Uklleman. C. It'. Hartmtm. ami 
W. C. Turner) 

The plasma gun rundown calculation described 
in our last report" has been linked to three field 
calculations. 

• The first case was a comparison with a previous 
measurement of the plasma gun output, which was 
made at I.os Alamos (l.ASI.). The plasma was 
directed at a solenoidal coil whose axis was aligned 
with the plasma gun axis. A probe measurement in
side this coil indicated the passage of plasma; the 
CODA code was in qualitative agreement with the 
timing and magnitude of these probe signals. Time 
and zoning limitations prevented us from following 
the plasma further down the solenoid past the other 
probe locations, but the first probe comparison 
strengthens our confidence in the CODA code. 

• The second guide-field calculations are calcula-
tional attempts to create a field-reversed plasma ring 
from the output of this plasma gun—similar to our 
early computations. " In the two examples calculated 
to date, the ring did not separate from the gun. These 
results reemphasize the importance of the magnetic 
reconnection problem in the region between the ring 
and the gun. Work is continuing on this problem. 
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Pip. 1.1. The Beta II field-reversed plasma gun assembly. 



• Finally, calculational studies of small field-
re* ersed rings were produced in the last quarter. We 
iouml the poloidal field diffusion to be faster than 
ilassical: this effect was traced to numerical diffusion 

in the finite computational grid. The effect was 
minimized by improving the accuracy of the 
magnetic-field transport by using second-order dif
ference e-.:i^:: ..... 

Mirror Fusion Test Facility (MFTF) 
As a result of major experiment successes in the I.LI, mirror program on startup and stabilization of 

plasmas in minimum-B magnetic geometry, a Mirror Fusion Test Facility (MFIF) was proposed. MFTF will be 
used to bridge the gap between present-day small mirror experiments and future fusion-reactor activity based on 
•D.ignelic mirrors. MFTF will investigate advanced engineering problems such as those associated with 
superconducting magnets, neutral-beam injectors, plasma-wall interactions, disposal of neutral particles and ions 
escaping Irom the plasma chamber, and high-speed vacuum-pumping techniques. 

Construction of the facility began on October 1, 1977. with completion scheduled for September 1981. 
Related activities include R&D. fabrication and installation of auxiliary components for the first experiments in 
MFTF. The project is proceeding on schedule. 

Technical Support 
The objectives of the MFTF Technical Support 

(iroup are as follows: 
• To monitor the MFTF design for consistency 

with the physics requirements. 
• To pn.wde research leading to improved per

formance of MFTF auxiliary components such as 
startup neutral-beam sources, streaming-plasma 
sources, vacuum accessories, etc. 

• To analyze the physics of MFTF to ensure 
that the completed facility will achieve the stated 
scientific goals. 

• To keep the MFTF system requirements con
sistent with the current understanding of mirror fusion 
physics. 

Summary. During this report period, we have 
investigated several different problems: 

• We completed a series of measurements on the 
I 10-scale magnetic shielding test that confirm our 
design for the MFTF neutral-beam magnetic shield. 
The measured interior fields of 50 pT are well below 
th. - design goal of < 150 /uT. 

• We have continued the diagnostic measure
ments of a prototype plasma stream gun. We have 
determined that the gun energy is carried by electrons 
that are closely tied to the field lines from the gun 
cathode. The target plasma is then created when these 
high-energy electrons ionize the neutral gas. 

• We have initiated a study of the effect of the 
neutral-beam aiming on the initial plasma length. This 
study incorporates the ORBXYZ code. 

• Finally, we are developing two plasma-flow 
codes to model the cold plasma flow from the MFTF 
gas boxes. 

Magnetic Shielding of Neutral-Beam Modules. 
(J. W. Shearer, G. IX Purler, A. W. Mtilvik. P. M. 
Holt, I.. W. Dilnanl. emil./. Fahyan) 

A series of measurements on the 1/10-scale test 
experiment has verified (he basic design choice of the 
magnetic shield. A further improvement was obtained 
by using two nested Hypernik inner shields. 

In this quarter, we fabricated more exact I 10-
scale models of the magnetic shield, using both 1020 
and 1010 steel ( < 0.2?; and < 0.11? carbon, respec
tively). Each model was mounted in the center of eight 
other shield mockups (.Vby-.l array) and tested in the 
coil setup described previously.16 One- and two-layer 
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£ 0.6 

0.4 

r- 0.2 -

0 

i ' i ' r 
1020 shield only 

0 20 
Distance from open end ot 

1/10-scale shield — cm 
Fig. 14. Plot of magnetic field vs distance for a coil 
current of 700 A shows superiority of 1010 stee! as 
a shield. 
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Kig. 15. Plot of magnetic field vs test coil current 
supports design choice of 1010 steel with two Hypernik 
liners. 
1/ 10-scale Hypernik inner shields were then added to 
the inside, with care being taken to keep them from 
touching the outer shield. 

Some results from these measurements are shown 
in Figs. 14 and 15. These figures demonstrate that 
the 1010 steel is a superior shield to the 1020 steel and 
that two layers of Hypernik are better than one layer 
when the outer steel thickness is unchanged. We also 

note that the arc chamber is just far enough away 
from the back plate for adequate shielding. 

When comparing with the full-scale maximum 
field MFTF assembly, the nominal comparison cur
rent is 700 A; however, there are uncefiinties in this 
value because of the differences in coil geometry and 
the variations expected from one position to another 
in the array. For a more exact comparison, we arc 
fabricating a support for the array that duplicates the 
MFTF spherical aiming geometry (in place of the 
present Cartesian geometry array). However, note 
that the curve in Fig. 15 that represents the 1010 
shield with two liners remains well below the 0.15-to-
IJ.2-MT limit for the arc chamber throughout the 
entire test coil current range of 0 900 A. Thus, there 
are already good grounds for confidence in the present 
design. 

A i, 10-scaie model prototype design is now-
being drawn up to include all of the present require
ments on the magnetic-shield design. The biggest 
change is a greater length (4 inches in the full-scale 
version) to provide sufficient voltage breakdown pro
tection for the 80-keV modules. Another change is 
enlarged feedthrough holes in the back plate. This 
prototype and the cylindrical holder will be tested 
after a one-month shutdown of the Building 436 test 
coil area for the installation of BETA-1I magnet 
power supplies. 

EndCu 
cathode and 18 

central gas feed 
17 

15. 
Floating 

Cu washers 14 

Fig. 16. In this typical arrangement of the 
Mo-washer stack gun in its auxiliary mag
netic field, the washer is positioned in the 
magnet center line. The gun is shown in the 
" " position; all diameters are in inches. 

End Mo 
washer 
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Plasma-Streaming Gun Tests. (J. Osher) 
Diagnostic measurements of a prototype MFT'F 

startup plasma-streaming gun were continued this 
quarter. A typical arrangement of the Mo-washer 
Mack gun in its auxiliary magnetic field is shown in 
fig. 16 (for this example, the Mo washer is in the 
:v.agnet center line position). The basic arrangement of 
the gun and diagnostics in the background magnetic 
Held is shown in Fig. 17. Nominal magnetic-ficld-
enhaneed gun-operating conditions include a 2-ms-
duration voltage pulse (from a PFN) of -300 V 

60 r. 

applied at the gun terminal driving a current of 2500 
A; with an auxiliary field of 12.5 kG aiding the 
background field of 0.5 kG. The gun output in this 
case is noisy, with a ± 20-9? signal variability, which 
we assume is due to optically observed breakup of the 
gun output into a number of filamentary channels. 

Initial measurcnicit of the plasma output from 
this gun identified a phenomenon that requires special 
consideration for diagnostics: i.e., in this relatively 
long-pulse mode (.• 2 ms here), the gun effectively 

Fig. 17. The bask- arrangement of the gun 
and diagnostics in the background magnetic 
Held. 

Electrostatic 
retarding 

grid analyzer 



establishes an arc discharge from the central high-
voltage negative "cathode" electrode along the bundle 
of field lines to the chamber "anode" wall. Floating 
potential measurements in this arc channel range from 
-100 to -300 V on-axis rising smoothly to a few 
volt-positive potentials for radii outside the flux 
bundle. Net currents and integrated energy deposited 
on a low-impedance 350-cm 2 target calorimeter 
located 80 cm from the gun typically show an average 
negative current of 1700 A (68','f of input current) and 
290 J deposited during the 2- to 3-ms pulse duration. 
Neglecting any ion contribution, this would imply that 
the primary output from the gun can be viewed as an 
1700-A electron stream of 60 X5 eV. A direct local 
measurement of the ion current and energy was also 
made at the far wall (shown in Fig. 18) with a 
retarding grid analyzer. Assuming ion mapping fol
lows the flux bundle, the total ion current calculates 
to 10 15 A. with a mean ion energy, with respect to the 
chamber wall measured to be 75 cV. Tests for an 
energetic H" component were also positive; i.e.. using 
the analyzer in the mode to observe secondary 
emission with both the ion and electron stream cutoff 
yielded -ycl ^ 0.21 . This implies an equivalent 
H" current of 20 30 A if y,. — 0.1 is assumed. 
This energetic ion and neutral flux is also consistent 
with the gas-input How into the gun of 30 lorr-
litre/s. In principle, this could yield u p t o 330 A of 
H , but a gas efficiency of H)c/( is fairly typical of 
plasma guns. Thus the energe.ic ion currents and 
associated energy appear relatively small consistent 
with the E-beam model we describe above. 

Density measurements with a double-Langmuir 
probe (needed because of the large floating potential), 
however, show that this picture is incomplete. The 
primary electron or sum of energetic ion and energetic 
neutral densities above calculate to 10 cm , while 
the I.angmuir probe measurements of the ion satura
tion current yield n c ~ 2 X 10 "cm and nj ~ 2 X 
10 cm \ Thus, the gun-output stream of ener
getic primary electrons appears to carry along (or 
produce locally from the background gas) the denser 
secondary plasma that is of major interest here as a 
plasma target. Further tests on this gun arc continuing. 

Additional notable features under study include 
a dramatic change of gun output energy that occurs 
with shifts in Mo-washer position relative to the 
auxiliary field. For example, the energy deposited 
on the 350-cm" target increases from 290 J to over 
1100 J with an 8-cm displacement back (~optimum) 
of the centerline position used in the measurements 

n N 

(a) 10 

5 - -

J L 

-60 -40 -20 0 
Aiming point — rj 

Fig. 18. Number of modult-s accessible to radial 
aiming point 77 for ihc different axial aiming points: 
(a) C = '». (b) I = 20, (c) { = 40. 

discussed above. Unfortunately, this reduces the 
magnetic field at cathode and yields undesirable 
mapping for MFTF, hence some compromise of 
mapping and output energy efficiency appears 
necessary. 

Neutral-Beam Access. (J. W. Shearer. R. H. 
Buhner, J. R. Ferguson, anil B. M. Johnston) 

Detailed neutral-beam-aiming calculations using 
the revised magnet design are being combined with 
orbit calculations in the vacuum magnate field to 
estimate initial plasma length in the MFTF experiment. 

The initial aiming calculations indicate which 
parts of the plasma volume are accessible to each 
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•.chO.d-heam module, lakint: into account the magncl 
. ' . i i : ;HV apcilurc. I he magnet exil aperture, and the 
•••, : ' 'UI IN o| the beam dump. I hese same results aic 

.. \cd :n 1 i]i I* in a dittcrenl way the number \ 
o-'t; i-s Mui have access to each pari ol the plasma 

*;:.- 'op pud I lie variable e IS given by 

/ In! the top and hottom puds 

• / Mi the side pods. 

>. . ) \ \n ! IIIUIUL'S a:e then kept and used tor I he 

. .ik mations ! |K- diiection angles ol the neutral 
t't Vi innu- the initial vclocitv vector of cha.'gc-

•• •.. n-iis pi oil i iced along the tia|ector\ ot the 
.:. IV. I 'M :n the plasma. I he "OK H \ Y / " codc | v 

•"•[ u^d :«' hilinw die nihi l ol such ions in the 
M i I ! m.ij/neik held until two "biiunce points" ha\e 
•hx-ii fc.khrd Kff>r(i(K»M <>/ mam such calculations 
!-•( \;tii,.ns modules .tie then used to rough out the 
plasma shape I hese calctllalions are in progress. 

(.as Box lheon . t(> I- (ir\{-kti\whij 
Stabilization ol IK I <" instabilities in M l - I I 

leqiaies tlie Use ol Lias ho\cs to ucnetalc a eold-ion 
«. in i f in it; the plasma Due in Hie high amhipolai 
poicn'ial gencta'cd b\ the lint piasma. there is some 
question about the etheicuc\ ot siah a s\steni and. 
thus .ihniii the effectiveness ol ihe cold plasma in 
-.lahili/iiic tin- iioi pl.isma A time-dependent. I uleiiaii 
.--.pli i i i e..de v.as developed hv I Kognhcn to 
r i . . . . i i i - o-e ctlkiciKV ot a single lias ho\ loi the 
. ' X l l l i - mo i l In applvmg this code to M l I I 

i i i i e - i , i-. d ;s t " \e ied dial the cold-ion cui tcn l 
How ;I;L' ' h'i • !:*ti ihe plasma could noi be satistac-
lonK den-. i:i.-,.'d hee.mse ot the much hiuhet amhi-
polai putui tMi hill associated with M i l l and the 
arl i l icial \ IS, . .>MI\ required to dampen the numerical 
shocks in tins l inn-dependeul code. I litis it was 
nccessarv lo develop nev, codes bettet suited to M l I I 
requirements. 

I wo new eodes now under development wil l 
belter model Ihe cold plasma '"•»•-* in M i l l - I he 
lirst is a steady-state code : . eliminates the need 
lor an artif icial viscosity and the second is a lime-
dependent implicit code. Moth codes include the elleets 
ol dual gas boxes situated syrnmctricallv about the 
r . id r ;ie. Due to the stagnant velocitv condition 

.side the mirror, the arl i l 'cial viscositv lerm cventuallv 
vanishes between the gas boxes in the implicit code, 
thus enhancing numerical convergence I hernia! con
duction ol the cold plasma component is also included 

m these eodes since this term is ol at'-, -d significance 
when dual gas boxes are emploved. ' ie cold plasma 
How is lollowed b\ solving ihe particle, momentum, 
and energy conservation equations in one dimension 
Ihe cold plasma is assumed lo be a colhsional fluid 
lied to the field lines. Ihe hoi plasma component is 
modeled by employing a time-independent, (iaussian. 
axial density proli le Although the hot plasma is 
assumed to have a constant temperature, the cold 
plasma and electrons are heated b\ drag on the hoi 
piasma. 1 he electron densitv is determined by quasi-
neutrality Ihe electron mean lice path is assumed to 
he large compared with the length ol I he system, thus 
the electrons must be conlined bv the ambipolar 
potential and the electron energv can be assumed to he 
isothermal. Ihe electrons inteiact with the cold ums 
through Ihe amhipolai potential and thiough collisions. 

M l 11 Design and ( onslrucd'on 
C literal Progress, (i /' /)i\<>n ,///</ I . V 

t\urfhT,ht>) 

During (his quarter (the sixth or (hi' M l I I 
project), our design and construction efforts tinned 
ahead us planned without significant delations, 
technical and schedule difficulties encountered previ

ous!) in (he magnet svstcm were reduced In problem-
specific actions that we took. Progress—measured b\ 
a re\ixed magnet system plan — was encouraging. 

I usion chambei svstcm ( I CS) subcontracl cllorts 
[it oeceded t hrouiih preliminary and Iirial design 
reviews tor the tluee \ ( S svstenis: vacuum vessel and 
civopanels. external vacuum, and ervogenic. 

We completed a preliniinaiv design icview of the 
power siipplv siibcoutiact lot the siisiaining-ivutral-
heam lniectois. I he aic powei suppK design was 
somewhat delaved. but sign:!:cant progiess in design 
detail was piovidcd lot the ; t .vcl de. modulator, and 
supprcssoi power supplies to complement the progiess 
in preliminary design on the arc powci supply. 

/he M l M control and diagnostic system (CDS) 
made significant design and development pi ogres-. 
Ihe lemaitung eight Inlcrdata central processors were 

accepted and inlegtatcd with the first processor into 
a piototvpc M i l l CDS operating configuration in 
Building 4^1. A prototype supervisory console was 
completed. Development ot several software routines 
was completed anil tests were performed with the 
touch-panel displavs and operating control modes for 
system development. I he work added significantIv to 
impiovcd understanding of M i l l operating tech
niques, interlaces, procedures, and overall svstcm 



mlcr i . i l ion I " ' contiols and data handling. We ;IIM> 
i r i lc ' ia lcd the local contiols and msii umculatioii with 
tin.- individual svstcm components and interfaces with 

Movement »»l tlk- i-ivnlah helium hoi tics .unl L\I-
hays I mm liu' a KM north o| l iui ldi iu ' •!>! in IK 
uivupicd h> Ilk- M i l l control .cnlcr I HII IMIML' -J M I 

i lk 1 siipcivisoiv controls atul diagnostics ID conluni was completed I lie engineer i:.i_' ti l l and excavation 
pK-liiiii'iaiv designs. I la idwaic component decisions lor undciiMound utilities was [unshed Im this siu-
wcic made on i i isinimcnlation. local conimls. sialus 
moNilois. remote operations. 1 S l - l l chassis design, 
and opcial ion modes Sevcial sottwaic modules wcic 
developed. 

1 he s^sicm salelv cltoi ls moved ahead with 

in Maich 
I \cavatinn in ihc easl end n! IhnlduiL' 1 M loi l lu 

helium lecinciv compressor pil and loimdatmiis was 
accomplished dunni: ihe qi iaitci 

I he vessel loimdalions weie lormct' icmlnrccd 
puNieaiiori ol a Piclunmai v l la/a ids Analvsis ai.d with a nuidi luat ioi i m design o| the i'-mtoicin;_' sieel 
unpiovcd calculations it neutron shielding aiound 
vault \\: i l l penetrations lmp iu \cd delimtion D1 vault 
inteilaees with the s\ stent coniponents allowed the 
neutron calculations to [>io\ide mote specihc soiucc 
ami dose late estimates loi Ita/aid assessincni and as 
inputs |D pioicclivc shielduiL' designs 

\erv Mi!iiil leant steps weie taken in the M l I I 
conxetUional taciltW Usks 1 Vniohl ion wi l lun ihe 
Itn-ldmi: -HI Hi::!! Bav w.,s nm-Jicd Realignment ot 

i iehai ) to meet suppoit iei|iuieinenls v i l l i ineieases 
in wei.uht nl the nu imcl . vessel, and attached coin-
pDiients I lume I' ' shows ihe Ion izat ion I'.Kn in 
plan, while ihc lo iu ie te pom is uudeiwjv. I m ihe 
toiindii l io:i. ovci *M) ciil ic vaids o| com. (etc weie 
needed in the lust phase pour ID hum il:e pit and 
Moor in the centci ol the vault aiea 

1 lie completed Horn i> -shown in I u: m v till tin 
iehat Jot I lit* loin pieis piojciiuii. ' ahow u I he ieha: 

the vault walls ami excavation in ihe vault was I hen was then lomied to the shape nnlu.iied in the south 
west vessel inotini" skeleton shown in I m ?\ 1 at. h 

Iif». IV. Vault ;uul pj( in Building 431 when the foundation footing concrete was being poured, (oncrete from 
the tniwr truck :im\es In convenor from the left of the picture into the vault arid down to the point of distribution 
In (he crew around the pit forms. Hie reinforcing bars will he beneath the finished floor, except for (he four piers. 
Three walls of shielding blocks can be seen surrounding the \ault. 
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Fig. 21. Steel framework for the southwest pier of 
the M F T K vacuum \cssel footing is shown. Kach of 
four piers wil l stand 13 feet ahove the vault f loor and 
carry the interface baseplate for a leg of the M F T F 
vacuum vessel. The coil of copper is p>-rt of the 
grounding conductor network for M l " ! I ' systems. 

pier wall wi l l rise 13 feet above the floor with inter
facing stcr. plates on top as a base for one of the 
four vessel feet. 

The M F I ' F primary power activity provided 
ut i l i ty power f rom existing 115-kV substations to 
Building 431 dur ing the quarter. Also, the 230-kV. 
250-MW pulsed-power line was approved by the 
California Public Uti l i ty Commission on the basis of 

Fig. 20. The finished vault f loor is shown 
with the pit and rehar framework for the 
four vessel foundation piers. Over 3511 cubic 
yards of concrete were poured to form the 
fl..,;r :<nd foundations in the first phase of 
concrete pouring for the M F T F vault. 

the application submitted by Pacific (ias and Hectric. 
the utility company supplying power to I I.I . 

We made an updated evaluation of M F I T oxer-
all system availability and reliability. I he main systems 
were considered and ^ilLg.-^.ted to provide an assess
ment for operation. Attainment ol an overall M l - IT 
availability of O.N looks encouraging. 

Based on the activities briefly outlined above, 
several areas of more detailed interest could he 
reported. I he following paragraphs indicate some of 
the M F T F technical progress steps, along with a lew 
points where work is continuing to resolve issues still 
present during the period covered by this report. 

Magnet System. (('. I). IICIIIWIK ami A. .1. 
lloilRn) 

The magnet winding was started in January 
anil 16 layers were completed in March (See Fig. 22). 
Some delays were encounlerc l because of slow 
material deliveries, but 'round thc-clock winding was 
started to gain hack some of the lost t ime. Substantial 
efficiencies in winding were implemented to meet the 
required winding rates. In addit ion, the quality has 
improved, so that few stoppages are encountered for 
rework or materials rejection. 

A n analysis of conductor mot ion effects on 
stability was completed by General Atomic. They 
concluded that half ol the cooling channels in the 
conductor would need to be blocked before transient 
stability would be impaired. In general the conductor 
motions studied to cause temporary loss of super
conductivity were well beyond any credible limit. Also. 
General Dynamics/Convair completed their study of 
conductor strain due to winding looseness and motion. 
The resulting strain was nearly independent of winding 
looseness for the 0.005- and 0.01-in. gaps per turn 
studied. A peak conductor force near 4000 pounds was 
predicted which leaves a better than 2 safety factor. 
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I'ig. 22. Sixleen layers of the first eoil for the MFTK 
yin-yang magnet v.ere completed in Mareh. The mag
net jacket (or eoil form) is shown with its Kapton and 
(.11 insulation layers as the next coil conductor layer 
is heing wound. The length of stabilized supercon
ductor is fed from its shipping spool on (he left, passed 
through an ultrasonic tester, joined with the string of 
(Ml intcrturn insulation buttons, and laid on (he 
interlayer C-ll insulation shown in the photograph. 
To minimi/e the coil slack the conductor is clamped 
in position In the magnel-winding tooling as each turn 
is made. 

Measured looseness in the magnet wi r ings is below 
0.005 in. so that neither high strains nor instabilities 
from conductor motion are expected. 

The 750,000 pounds of special 3041.N stainless 
steel plate for fabrication of the magnet structure 
were cast and rolled by ESCO with excellent chemistry 
and plate integrity. Most of the plates have been 
shipped to Chicago Bridge and Iron to commence 
manufacture of the structure. The plates are being 
cut in Greenville. Pennsylvania, and will then be 
formed and welded in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Our welding development program has produced 
several methods to weid the .1041.N steel with 316L 
welding rod. Most trial welds have exceeded the 120 ksi 
\ / in. fractui.' toughness required when tested by 
Battelle Columbus Laboratories. In addition, Chicago 
Bridge and Iron has qualified two large lots of welding 
wire wish traceability per Section III of the ASME/ 

code. Charpy impact tests at 77k. exceeded .15 fl-lh. 
indicating that the properties at 4K will be good, 
as well. 

General Dynamics Convair has completed the 
coil-s'ructure failure analysis. Only two welds were 
found to he critical (i.e.. if a crack started it would 
propagate to produce structural failure). Both welds 
join the 5-in. Ihick plates near the magnet nrnor 
radius. One weld was prefabricated and available for 
complete examination. Tne other closure weld must 
have careful process control, and we are considering 
special nondestructive examination techniques. 

I-'usion Chamber System. 11\. II. S(rrht-n[- twit 
I'. St. Hull) 

During the quarter, system design reviews were 
i' ' '\itli th. ^ .Auiiu.iclois ol llle lllMon 
chamber system to brim: the design to U0( ; com
pletion. Fabrication was initiated o\\ the vacuum 
vessel and on the aluminum extrusions to he used in 
the "/.-shaped" eryopanel pump system. 

A key function of the vacuum vessel syslem i. to 
provide the interface structure for supporting the 
neutral-Vam injector modules and the thermal ab
sorbers used for intercepting residual high-energy 
deuterium ions and neutral-beam deuterium particles. 

We have made substantial progress in the design 
of the two principal thermal absorber systems: one 
for the neutral beams, and the other for the ion beams. 

I he maximum power deposition on the neutral-
beam thermal absorber panels can he as high as 
6.65 kW'Cm-. having a total energy deposition of 
40 MW for 0.5 s for each neutral-beam array. Hie 
vacuum vessel system contains four neutral-beam 
module arrays. 

To minimize the effects of the peak-power deposi
tion upon the thermal absorber surfaces, the arrays 
have been designed for a Vee-shaped continuation 
containing six Vees per array. The slanted surfaces of 
the Vees have an included angii of 21°. Thus, except 
at the leading edges, the maximum power deposition 
has been reduced to approximately 2.5 k\V cm-, 
which is well within the range of successfully dem
onstrated existing thermal absorbers. 

The six-Vec-panel arrays arc each 9-by-l2 ft and 
arc to be constructed of copper. Cooling water flowing 
at a rate of 48 gallons per minute per array at 
100 psig pressure will remove much of the absorbed 
heat deposited upon the panel surfaces. Cooling flow 
channels 0.406-by-0.2 in. will be spaced every 1.813 in. 
along the surfaces. The leading edges of the Vec panels 
are to be specially constructed of tungsten to protect 
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them in the event the neutral-beam modules are aimed 
to impact the leading edges with the maximum power 
U-.r! Hi f>.f>5 kW cm 2. 

i lie ion-beam thermal absorbers are lo be 
.11 inched to each neutral-beam injector module so that 
ihe\ intercept the deuterium ion- drawn from the 
neutral-heam streams. The maximum power level of 
these ion streams can be as high as 4.25 kW cm 2 . 

Because of space constraints, these panels must 
he Hat surfaces. As with the neutral-beam thermal 
absorbers, these panels, which arc 2-by-2 ft. will be 
made ol copper. However, the entire surface must be 
treated with either tungsten or molybdenum to 
nr'n'mi/c surface sputtering. 

During the 0.5-s pulse of the neutral-beam sys
tem, the maximum temperature at (he surface of the 
ion thermal absorber is expected to reach 922°C. 
Cooling water at the rate of 8 gallons per minute 
will flow through circular channels 0.375 in. in 
diameter spaced 1.875-in. apart. 

Notable progress has been made in the design 
and development of the neutral-beam modules, and 
in interfacing with the fusion chamber. A total of 
up to 48 of these modules are flexibly mounted in 

four close-packed clusters around the waist of the 
fusion chamber. Flexible mounting permits indi
vidual aiming of each module ± 4 C about two orth
ogonal axes perpendicular to a radial line passing 
through the plasma center. This installation is illus
trated in Fig. 23. (For clarity, electrical cables, air. and 
water piping are omitted.) 

The major components in a neutral-beam module 
are the neutral-beam source, the magnetic shield, the 
isolation valve, the neutralizcr duct, (he gimbal 
mounts, the bellows, and the actuators. External fea
tures of some of these components are seen in more 
detail in Fig. 24. which illustrates a single neutral-
beam module. Neutral-beam source details, the isola
tion valve, and the neutrafaer duct within the magnetic 
shield are not seen. 

The rectangular cross-section tapered box is the 
outer member of the magnetic shield. 1 bis thick-walled 
vacuum box is the principal structure to which all of 
the other beam module components are assembled. 
Additionally, the magnetic shield supports the ion 
dump, which is the rectangular copper plate shown at 
the left side of Fig. 24. The magnetic shield outer 
box is pivotally supported by the tapered-beam 

MFTF 
MIRROR FUSION T£ST FACILITY 

Fig. 23. Neutral-beam module installation. 
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Fig. 24. Detailed view of neutral-beam module. 

rectangular frame ("gimbal ring"), which, in lurn is 
pinned to the saw-toothed flange plate structure that 
is the gimbal base. The ion-dump end of the module 
prriects into the fusion chamber, and the gimbal base 
is O-Ring sealed and bolted to a chamber flange, as 
shown in Fig. 23. 
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The bellows is a Viton single-convolution flexible 
member with aluminum flanges which provides the 
vacuum seal between the chamber and the magnetic 
shield outer box. In Fig. 24. it appears sandwiched 
between the gimbal members. 

Two mutually perpendicular aiming actuators are 
shown attached to the gimbal members and to the 
magnetic shield outer box. The actuators are screw-
threaded devices that are driven by electric motors. 

The key accomplishment that permitted us to 
complete the design of the neutral-beam modules, 
their components, and the fusion chamber interfaces 
was the design and development of a magnetic-
shielding assembly within the physical space criteria 
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Fig. 25. Block diagram of SNBPSS. 
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imposed. This met the ncutral-heam source opera
tional requirement of 1.5 G maximum within the 
source arc chamber region at a distance of ? m from 
•l-i lusion chamber centerline. 

"\s a result of this achievement: 
• Fusion chamber interfaces have been estab-

i.siieii ihai include module spacing, chamber penetra-
M.'iis. Ilange details, and tolerances. 

• 1 he magnetic-shield design has been defined. 
• Preliminary design has been completed for the 

• iuliile-to-chamber mounting and aiming components. 
• Neutral-beam module assembly, lest, and 

.iiM.illation studies have been initiated. 

Sustaining Neutral-Beam Power Supply System. 
(A'. 11 Ij-kunl. I). I. Muylwll. mid P. II! Sliiimr) 

Recent workshops and discussions at I.I.I, and 
I.Bi about the requirements of the MFTF 80-kV 
neutral-beam ion sources and the sustaining neutral-
beam power supply system (SNBPSS) have resulted 

in a numher of proposed changes in the SNBPSS 
components. These changes will reduce the complexity 
of SNBPSS and make the sources easier to operate 
and less susceptible to fault induced damage. 

Figure 25 shows a block diagram of the major 
SNBPSS components on the left and a schematic 
diagram of the ion source on the right. The SNBPSS 
components are the accel dc power supply, accel 
modulator, filament power supply, arc power supply, 
gradient grid network, suppressor power supply, and 
control and monilor system. The major parts of the 
ion source are the filament, arc anode, entrance grid, 
suppressor grid, and exit grid. 

The first proposed change is to relax the accel 
voltage risetime requirement to the sustaining neutral-
beam source module, from 20-100 ,us to 20-200 /us. This 
slower risetime will simplify the accel modulator 
design. The second change is to make k. a parameter 
that is proportional to source perveance. into a 
variable (instead of a constant value of 4) in the 
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Fig. 26. SNBPSS arc power supply design proposed by Aydin. 
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relationship of 1 a r c = kV a c t . ' . This change will 
make the ion source more tunable and easier to 
operate. 

The arc power supply requirements were re
examined with two principal goals in mind. 

• Incorporation of new requirements for source 
protection and control. 

• Relaxation of existing requirements where pos
sible to simplify the arc power supply circuit designed 
by Aydin, the LLL subcontractor building SNBPSS 
(Fip 26). Treated as a whole, these changes will 
;,. ovide MFTF with a more reliable sustaining 
neutral-beam system with a minor cost impact. 

New experimental data on neutral-beam sources 
required the following additions to the arc power 
supply. 

• Addition of a "crowbar" to the output of each 
power supply to protect the arc chamber from 
localized heating during "spotting." 

• Expansion of the control circuitry to permit 
open-loop tracking of the accel voltage to the rise of 
the arc current with a variable waveshape and with up 
to ±i00-/is time offset (Fig. 27). This provides the 
needed flexibility for optional source operation. 

Major simplification of the arc power supply 
resulted from the following experimental results'. 

• A well-conditioned source will spark-down less 
than two or three times during a 0.5-s pulse. 

• A risetime anywhere from 20 to 200 /us is 
sufficient for reliable source operation. 

Risetime (100 MS) 

Waveshape variable 

Time offset 
(0to±100us)-

Fig. 27. Relationship between arc current and accel 
voltage. 

The reduction in the number of spark-downs 
enables a substantial savings in the arc power supply. 
The minimum lime between notches can be relaxed 
from the original requirement of 2.5 ms to 25 ms. This 
enables the "energy dissipator" and "commutating 
pulser" hardware of Fig. 25 to be eliminated. This 
hardware was required to prevent a gradual buildup 
in arc current whenever several notches occurred in 
succession spaced only 2.5 ms apart. The new requiie-
menl of 25 ms between notches eliminates this hard
ware and therefore increases the reliability of the 
power supply. 

The slower risetimc of the acccl voltage mentioned 
above results in a slower risetime of the arc current 
and permits a major simplification of the cable 
between the power supply and the neutral-beam 
source. With the notcher circuit tuned for a 100-jus 
riselime, the cable inductance can be raised from 0.35 
to 6 /J.H without greatly affecting the "notcher-charging 
circuit." The cable can be changed from I26 individual 
conductors to only 6. The higher cable inductance also 
makes the notching characteristic less dependent on 
both the type of gas being used in the source and the 
individual source characteristics. 

Several other changes made in the arc power 
supply requirements have a minor impact: The mini
mum open circuit voltage was reduced from 100 to 
30 V to reflect new data on arc striking voltage; the 
minimum arc current was raised from 300 to 600 A; 
the notching depth was changed from below 300 to 
250 A. or 20% of the arc current, whichever is 
greater; the requirement of 40 jus below 570 A during 
the notch interval was eliminated; and finally, the arc 
current maximum ripple requirement of 49r from 
300 to 4000 A was changed to a more limited current 
range from 1500 to 4000 A with the power supply 
operating into a source module arc load. Changing the 
minimum open-circuit voltage requirement permitted 
elimination of an auxiliary supply in parallel with the 
main arc supply (see Fig. 26). The other changes affect 
component size but do not permit component 
elimination. 

A frequent source of potentially destructive faults 
is the formation of localized internal arcs in the arc 
chamber. These faults usually occur between the arc 
plasma and the filaments and are fed by the arc power 
supply. This process is called spotting and the localized 
arcs are called spots. We will add a detector to sense 
the occurrence of spotting. A fast arc current crowbar 
will also be added to protect the source from spotting 
by shunting the arc current rapidly away from the 
source arc anode. 
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The peak output current of the suppressor power 
>uppl\ lor 50 MS after turn-on can he reduced to 40 A. 
."stead of the previously required 50 A. A 40-A 

:rrenl capability for 200 ,us during the pulse can be 
:. kicif I hese two changes would reduce hoth the 
.•.• .ind. cost of the suppressor power-supply output 

.> ;l-c capacitor. 
I lie filament voltage range at the source terminals 

. .•hanged irom 10.5-12.5 V to 9.5-11.5 V. which 
• dikes the maximum system power at the source 
. - i n.iK by 132 kW. A requirement that the filament 
i'ush current be at least 2.5 times the nominal 

• -pcruiing value was also eliminated. 
Additional Ion-Source Diagnostics and Fault 

Detectors. We are adding a plasma probe that pro
duces a voltage proportional to the arc chamber ion 
current density to give a better picture of internal 
source conditions, detect spotting, and allow easier 
source-parameter tuning. Also, we are adding a 
detector to sense the ratio of the gradient grid network 
voltage to the accel voltage. If this ratio exceeds 0.9, 
a fault between the entrance grid and the gradient grid 
is indicated. Such a fault, if uncorrected, can rapidly 
result in damage to the gradient grid. A detector that 
ensures connection of the high voltage to the gradient 

TABLE 2. SNBPSS ion source fault detectors. 
1> P C Stains 

dV., r r Accel vollage rale I ^ " I 
Avici overcumm (lacc) 
Suppressor overcurrem l l s u p ) 
(iradient find In accel til lage ( V „ „ / V a c c ) 

(Iradienl grid HV connection at source (V„n) 
Arc spotting detector 

previous 
previous 
previous 
added 
added 
added 

grid at the source will also be added. This will prevent 
operation of the source with a floating gradient grid, 
which results in an unfocused ion beam and possible 
grid destruction. A list of SNBPSS source fault 
detectors is shown in Table 2. 

Data Channels and Sampling Rates. A number 
of monitored electrical variables have been carefully 
analyzed to determine their expected behavior. Data 
channels for these variables have been classified 
according to operating potential, range of variation, 
desired accuracy, and sampling rate. These results 
are shown in Table 3. 

Control and Diagnostic System. (P. R. Mc-
Gitklrick anil R. II. Wynian) 

Work on the Control System for MFTF pro
ceeded well, with software developments that used 
system hardware thai was delivered to I.LI. during the 
quarter. The complete control and diagnostic system 
includes supervisory and local computers with peri
pherals and interfaces. The supervisory system is 
outlined in a previous report.19 

Work on software using the actual M FTF proces
sors, a prototype supervisory control console, and 
peripherals made significant progress. Establishment 
of protocol and procedures to provide a working sys
tem has been demonstrated with software developed 
during this period. One example of ilie work is the use 
of the shared-memory capability of the Interdata 8 32 
and 7 32 supervisory central processors for MFTF. 

Communication between the nine processors of 
the MFTF supervisory control and diagnostics system 
(SCDS) occurs via shared memory. In this report we 
cover progress on some of the issues and implementa
tion of the SCDS shared memory system. 

TABLE 3. SNBPSS ion source data channels. 

Type Range 
Sampling rate 
(per sample) 

Accel current Acce! 10-100 A. dc ±n 
Accel voltage Ground 16-100 kV, dc ±n 
Filament current Accel 50<M8 kA. dc + 1*0 
Filament voltage Accel 9.5-13.5 V. dc + 0..V 
Arc current Accel 250-5000 A, dc ±Wc 
Arc voltage Accel 20-100 V, dc ±3% 
Gradient grid current Ground 0-5 A. dc ±39f 
Gradient grid voltage Ground 12-80 k\\ dc ±W 
Gradient grid voltage Accel 12-80 kV, dc ±w 
Suppressor current Ground 0-50 A, dc ±3% 
Suppressor voltage Ground 0-4 kV. dc ±3% 
Plasma probe voltage Accel 0-5 V. dc ±3% 
Arc spot detector A reel 0-5 V, dc ±3% 

5(.s 
5 MS 

10 ins 
10 ms 
10 ms 
10 ms 
?M* 

20 MS 

20 MS 

5 MS 

20 MS 

5 MS 

1 ms 
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A design criterion of SCDS is that ii should func
tion with a single-point hardware failure. Thus, if one 
of the network processors fails, there must be a method 
for overcoming the loss. 16 accomplish this task, the 
system is considered to be composed of "logical ma
chines" as well as physical machines, and tables are 
kepi in shared memory that associate each logical 
machine with a physical machine. 

A logical machine is. essentially, a collection of 
software tasks with a common goal, such as control 
and diagnosis of the external vacuum system. 

These tasks use a system of "checkpoints" and 
whenever a task passes a checkpoint, it records the 
fact in shared memory. 1 he checkpoints can bethought 
of as milestones. If a physical machine fails, the net
work operator can reassign the logical machines that 
had been assigned lo the failed physical machine to 
one that is operational, the "backup" machine. When 
the logical machine is then restarted, it can determine 
how fai through ils current task it has gone by ex
amining the checkpoint status in shared memory, thus 
allowing a "graceful" switchover. 

The MFTF shared memory consists of two sepa
rate modules of 64 kilobytes each. The interface on 
each half is designed to permit power to be removed 
from a memory module without affecting ihe opera-
lions on the other half. Further, our software is being 
designed to allow the network operator to assign buf
fer space in the shared memory to both logical and 
physical machines, so that reassignments can be made 
easily if a shared memory module is lost. 

Another problem confronting the system is the 
integrity of shared-memory processes in the face of 
undebugged code. A solution is to prevent "users" 
from having unrestricted write access to shared mem
ory. This control (echnique is possible by a simple 
modification of the vendor-supplied operating system. 

Thus, a set of robust (well-debugged) subroutines 
that will allow users restricted write access to the 
shared memory is being designed. In some cases, these 
routines will be part of the executive system. They 
will use locks to prevent multiple assignment of buffer 
spaces, assign buffers to tasks, write data from user 
memory to shared memory, and clean-up consolidate 
unused buffer space when it is released. Further, use 
of these subroutines will prevent user access to areas 
in shared memory outside those assigned by the net
work operator. 

Prototype Supervisory Control and Diagnostic 
System Comole. (G. C. Speiken) 

This quarter saw the completion of the prototype 
control console and of a graphics editor, CREDIT, for 

creating and modifying graphieallv defined control 
panels. 

The console system is the primary man-machine 
interface to the MFTF for control and diagnostics. 
The console itself is the prototype for five subsystem 
control consoles, each with three large status-display 
screens and two touch-panel-eiHiippcd smaller control 
screens. Two supervisor control consoles will also be 
built, each with six status displays and Iwo control 
screens (see Rel. 21) for artist's conception ol ••uhsvsiem 
and supervisor consoles). 

All control panels consist of software-defined sets 
of buttons appearing on the control screens (see 
Frontispiece, p. ii). When the operator's finger touches 
the picture of a button, the button lights up and a beep 
is produced to provide feedback lo ihe operator that 
the bulton has been activated. This is made possible 
by the use of a commercially available transparent 
touch-sensor that fits over the control screen and reads 
the position at which the touchpanel is touched. 

Since ihe operator can interact with only two 
control panels at any one time, a tree-like structure is 
used to organize the control panels. For instance, the 
overall root node control panel allows the operator to 
select a subsystem to control, i.e. vacuum, magnet, 
cryogenic, etc. For example, after the vacuum system 
button is touched, a new set of buttons appears that 
allow the operator to select which function to perform, 
i.e. valve control, pump control, etc. Alter touching 
the valve control button, the set of buttons allowing 
the individual valves to be opened and closed is 
presented. 

Further button touches cause the console si-sn-m 
to issue a command to the appropriate execute module 
via the supervisory control communications system. 
This module will perform the indicated action and 
report back to the console system the results, if any 

The advantage of this type of control structure 
is that the control panels are entirely software gener
ated and can be modified quickly and easily, given a 
suitable editing capability. Toward this end. a graphics 
editor, CREDIT, has been produced to create and 
manipulate these graphical control panel files. 1 his 
editor allows buttons, text, circles, and lines to be 
added, moved, and deleted, while keeping the associ
ated data files consistent with the graphical repre
sentation. 

The prototype console is currently being evalu
ated to refine its design before soliciting bids for the 
production units. 

Console system software development is con
tinuing. 
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2. DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY 

I his program is aimed at developing the technology required for carrying out the mirror-reactor program. 
Much nl this work applies to the national program and fusion in general: it covers the following areas: 

• Superconducting-magnet development: The mirror program is the only fusion program that has 
•vpciulcd on superconducting magnets for major confinement experiments, and the only major confinement 
. \poriment presently under construction in the world using a superconducting magnet is the Mirror Fusion Test 
i acilny (MFTF) at Lawrence I.ivermorc Laboratory (l.l.L). The magnet program developed and tested the 
.•inductor design for MFTF. We are now developing, with industry's cooperation, practical high-field materials, 
i g.. niobiunitin(NbiSn). that will he needed for future experiments. A key feature of this program is the 
!i<:.'h-lield test facility (HFTF) under construction in which the first large multifilament NbiSn coils will be 
••vahKiiecl. 

• Neutral-beam program (including beam direct conversion and vacuum technology): The ncutral-
heani program develops injector systems for mirror expcriemenls as well as for the Tokamak Fusion Lest 
R.actor (TFTR) and the Doublet III tokamak. In addition to the development of prototype injectors for near-
tcttn experiments, we have a longer range effort aimed at improving reliability, qualit", and efficiency of 
neutral-beam sources in general. A major long-range effort is to develop high-efficiency, negative-ion sources 
lor future high-energy applications The 200-kV high-voltage test stand (HVTS). now completed, is a key 
element in future negative-ion-based development. In conjunction with work on neutral-beam injectors, we are 
also developing direct energy converters for improving the efficiency of positive-ion-based systems and the 
advanced crvopumping techniques needed for all large neutral-injector systems. 

• Direct conversion: In addition to our study of the direct conversion associated with neutral 
beams, we have a continuing program to develop efficient direct-recovery systems, which are required for 
reducing power losses from future mirror reactors. 

• Materials program: We have a unique source of 14-McV neutrons at the Rotating Target Neutron 
Source ( R'LNS-I). an l.l.L facility used to investigate the effects of fusion neutrons on materials of interest to 
reactor designers. Specimens are irradiated for evaluation by many laboratories. A new facility dedicated to 
the fusion program, the RTNS-II. ;s now completed. The l.l.L materials program is aimed at characterizing 
the type of damage effects produced by fusion neutrons and correlating these effects with fission-reactor 
experiments. 

Several key problems on tritium control and handling that must be solved for any large deuterium-
iriiium (D-1) fusion device are being investigated in the I.LI, tritium laboratory: emphasis is on cleanup of 
low tiitiuni concentrations in reactor-containment buildings, vacuum-pump exhaust, etc. 

The effects of neutrons on the properties of superconducting materials are being investigated using a 
unique apparatus in which superconducting properties are measured while the specimen is continuously 
maintained at liquid-helium temperature. 

• Reactor-design studies: Design studies of mirror reactors form a basis for evaluating mirror 
concepts and for guiding our long-range program. Present emphasis is the tandem mirror reactor (TMR) 
concept, on a fission fusion hybrid reactor based on TMR. and on an engineering evaluation of a small-
reactor system based on field reversal. A special class of reactors that arc small and candidates for construction 
in the next decade is being investigated in a program sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPR1). 

Magnetic Systems 
Superconducting Magnet Development 
(D. N. Cornish, R. M. Scanlan, and J. P. Zhasnik) 

The technology or superconductors and super
conducting magnets is of vital importance to the 
building of present-day plasma physics facilities and 
to the planning and study of future experimental 
mirror machines and reactors. We have developed a 

niobium-titanium (Nb-Ti) conductor for the Mirror 
Fusion Test Facility (MFTF) winding and are now 
developing niobium-tin (NbjSn) conductors for fu
ture mirror devices. For FY 1979 our main emphasis 
will be to proceed as quickly as possible with the 
construction of the High-Field Test Facility (HFTF). 
Meanwhile, we shall use the system in its present 
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state (i.e.. with two backing coils plus Ihe MFTF test 
coil) for the following: 

• Tests of two different prototype ohmic heating 
conductors for Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
(I .ASI). 

• Tests of two stabilized prototype NbjSn con
ductors for the HFTF. 

Main emphasis during this period has been on 
various aspects of the High Field Test Facility (HFTF). 

Design. The design of the facility has been re
examined to accommodate, and test at 12 T, a number 
of insert coils designed to evaluate prototype conduc
tors for 12-T Tokamak toroidal field coils. The main 
modifications to the coil stack resulting from this 
requirement are as follows: 

• The capability of splitting both the Nb-Ti and the 
NbjSn coils on the center line to permit the lest coils 
to be inserted. 

• The provision of thick end-plates and bracing 
structure to prevent the large axial magnetic loads of 
the facility from being applied to the test coil. 

• The provision of additional ampere-turns to 
overcome the field reduction arising from the parting 
of the coils for the above reasons. 

• The ability to operate the coil stack with its 
axis horizontal. 

Preliminary proposals for the redesign have been 
submitted to the groups supplying the insert coils for 
their comments concerning the assumptions made 
about their coils. 

Coil Winding. Preparations for winding the 
second pair of Nb-Ti coils have now been completed 
and the winding has begun. The development of a new 
design of interturn insulation and proving the cold-
welding technique for joining the conductor permit us 
to wind this pair of coils in pancakes, rather than 
layers, which was the method used for the first pair. 
The pancake arrangement results in a coil stack muci. 
better suited to withstand the large axial forces that 
accumulate on the center pair of coils. The interturn 
insulation is 0.035 in. thick and permits 70% of the 
conductor wide faces to be in contact with liquid 
helium. A special machine to fabricate the insulation 
incorporating feed, grinding, punching, and reeling 
stations has been designed and built at LLL for this 
purpose. Other preparations have included resetting 
up all the winding facilities that were dismantled 
while the TMX coils were fabricated and special 
tooling for making interpancake conductor joggles 
and insulating ramps and fillers. 

Facility Operation. During this period, the facil
ity in its present form, consisting of two Nb-Ti coils 

plus the MFTF test coil, was used to test a "long, 
short sample" of 50-kA Tokamak development pulse 
conductor for l.ASl.. 

Diagnostic and Data Acquisition System. The 
Modcomp computer and associated hardware, in
cluding teletype console, printer plotter, and graphics 
terminal, have been delivered and are undergoing 
checkout. The strength of the stray magnetic field in 
the existing cryogenics laboratory is too high for this 
equipment to be installed there, so a trailer has been 
rented to house it. This has been delivered and is 
awaiting power hookup. 

Helium Recovery System. Stray field considera
tions from operations of the Facility have resulted in 
a change in the site of the MFTF control room to the 
area formerly occupied by our helium recovery plant. 
It has. therefore, been necessary to reposition this 
plant and to carry out the exercise in such a way that 
half the equipment was always available for use. This 
has been a major undertaking; and although all the 
equipment has now been moved, plumbing, wiring, 
leak testing, and recommissioning will continue for 
some time. (The cost of this work is covered by the 
MFTF project.) 

Short-Sample Testing for MFTF". Special equip
ment and facilities have been set up for carrying out 
critical current measurements at 10 kA and 8 T on 
samples of the conductor to be used for the MFTF 
magnet. In addition to critical current, the copper-
resistance ratio and ratio of copper to superconductor 
are also being measured. At least 240 samples are 
expected to require processing. (The cost of this work 
is covered by the MFTF project.) 

HFTF NbjSn Conductor. We worked in three 
areas: 

• Cupper Stabilizer. New embossing rolls were 
fabricated by electrical-discharge machining (EDM) 
to overcome the problems associated with the first 
set of rolls, which were prepared by etching. The 
main problem encountered with the first set of rolls 
was rounding of the embossed strip from the rolls. 
Samples prepared with the new rolls showed improved 
land flatness and easy release from the rolls, due to a 
slight taper provided on the vertical surfaces of the 
embossing rolls. Some additional experiments are in 
progress to optimize the initial Cu-stock dimensions 
and to achieve the required combination of hardness 
and resistivity ratio in the stabilizer. 

• NhiSn Core. The Nb rods for the first stage 
extrusion were received (four months late) by Airco 
early in February. The material was outside specifica
tion on grain size and was returned to ^ah Chang for 
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reannealing with documentation of the required time-
temperature annealing schedule. Wah Chang re-
.mncalcd the Nb at a temperature much lower than 
:h;it suggested by Aireo and returned the Nb with 
'.'ncumentation showing the grain size still out of 
Npccification. Data obtained by Airco showed that 
extruding the \ b in this condition would most prob-
abK lead to the "sausaging" behavior experienced on 
IHL- previous HFTF billet, so the material was sent to 
k.iwccki Beryllco for annealing. The Nb grain size was 
u ithin specification alter this anneal and was extruded 
,.;i March XI 

• Alicriuw HI'I'/' Core. There are two potential 
piohlems with the present core design: possibly poor 
iccovcry characteristics due to the large amount of 
hion/e matrix between the filaments and the Cu 
stabilizer, and poor yields in processing due to the 
long, continuous length rcquiremenl. 

Airco proposed an alternate design that could 
overcome these problems if they arose. The proposed 
conductor would be a compacted cable made by a 
two-stage extrusion process (187 Nb in bronze first 
stage, followed by approximately 91 first-stage rods in 
a Ta Cu billet). followed by cabling. The cable (3-by-6 
strand) would be wrapped with a Cu tube and com
pacted to produce a monolithic core with the same 
composition and current density as the original design. 
For this conductor to be seriously considered as an 
alternate, several questions must be answered in a 
short time: Can the necessary Cu.Cu bonding be 
achieved'.' Can a 3-hy-6 strand cable be compacted 
without excessive distortion of the elements? What are 
the economic advantages of this approach? This 
alternative approach is being actively pursued. 

Stabilized PrototypeHKTF Nb.i-Sn Conductor 
for 1,1.1. Evaluation. A 100-foot length of conductor 
has been shipped from Airco for stability and recovery 
evaluation in the High Field Test Facility. This con
ductor contains the core material with "sausaged" 
filaments and 90 Pb-10 Sn solder has been used for 
bonding the stabilizer. A better conductor, with uni
form filaments and soldered with 50 Pb-50 Sn, will 
be evaluated at a later date. 

"lasma Engineering 
Mifih-Voltage Test Stand 
• .' ('. Duvis) 

During the second quarter of FY79 we operated 
the Higb-Voitage Test Stand (HVTS) as a complete 

system for the first time, producing D beams at 
20 kV from the TFTR prototype neutral-beam source. 
Operation was limited to less than .10 k V on the source 
by a low-voltage El MAC tetrode installed in the high-
voltage modulator. After these preliminary tests, the 
EIMAC tube was replaced by the RCA 200-kV 
tetrode. We have now completed the checkout required 
for operation up to 120 kV. In the next quarter, the 
HVTS will begin testing TFTR (120 kV). MFTF (80 
kV). and Doublet-Ill (XO kV) prototype sources to full 
current for 0.5-s pulses. Following the initial tests, the 
beam pulse lengths will be extended to determine the 
oper;:'ing limits of these sources. 

Beam Direct Conversion 
(H: /.. liarr) 

A beam direct converter was successfully tested 
on a reduced-area TFTR ion beam on lest Stand 
1IIA at LBL. From one shot to the next the efficiency 
increased as the electrodes were conditioned and the 
gas-pressure rise during a 0.6-s beam pulse decreased. 
After conditioning, the conversion efficiency was over 
W,i at the beginning of the pulse, decaying to over 
5<Ki by the end of the O.d-s pulse. This decay was due 
to the rise in pressure of only the primary beam gas 
and was limited by the pumping speed. The beam was 
operated with hydrogen and helium at 100 keV with 
similar efficiencies. The collector voltage was over 
90 kV. When magnetic electron suppression was used, 
rather than electrostatic suppression, the efficiency 
dropped to 40?;. A better designed electron catcher 
could improve this efficiency. The catcher that was 
used was intended 'o control the electric field in the 
region where the electrons are stopped and to provide 
a sink to catch the electrons as they drift in the crossed 
electric and magnetic fields. 

A residual gas analyzer in the direct converter 
tank and one in the beam dump recorded the 
degassing. New electrode material released mostly 
H,and Co, and in amounts that exceeded the input 
of primary gas from the beam. The electrodes were 
all made of 0.020-in. thick molybdenum cooled only 
by radiation. This allowed them to get hot enough 
to outgas and to stay hot between shots, thereby 
avoiding the reabsorption of gas. About one week of 
running with 0.5-s pulses every 60 s was required to 
reduce the evolved gas to a tolerable level. 

Analysis of the data is in progress. 
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Fusion Reactor Materials 
Rotating Target Neutron Source II (RTNS-II) 
(D. W. Heikkinen and C. M. Logan) 

Irradiation of samples has begun at RTNS-II 
RTNS-ll is now irradiating samples for the fusion 

materials program. Improvements have been made in 
the rotating seal to attain the design goal of a I.O-cm 
spot size. Present operation with 23-cm-diam targets 
is limited to a source strength of ~ K)" neutrons s. 
Initial experiments are all room-temperature exposures 
of samples for post-irradiation examination. In one of 
these experiments, we will irradiate stainless steel 
samples for K. Wilson of Sandia Laboratories. 
I.ivcrmore. The samples have been prepared from the 
material used to construct the vacuum vessel of TFI'R 
at Princeton. Wilson will later implant the samples 
with deuterium and measure trapping at neutron-
damage sites. The results will help predict tritium 
holdup and recycle for TFTR. 

Fusion Systems Engineering 

Reactor Design Studies 

Mirror Next Step. (C. C. Damn} and G A. 
Carlson) 

Studies are underway to determine the char
acteristics of the next major step in the mirror 
experimental program beyond MFTF. 

Our general objective is to develop a design 
concept for a long-pulse, DT-burning tandem mirror 
with end plugs suitable for high-Q operation in future 
reactors. By limiting the length of the central solenoidal 
cell, the fusion power output of the Mirror Next 
Step (MNS) device would be reduced below that of a 
reactor, hence limiting the overall Q to about 2. but all 
significant physics and engineering aspects of a tandem 
reactor could be tested. 

Parameter studies during this quarter were based 
on the standard tandem mirror reactor,- 1 aug
mented by electron-cyclotron heating (ECH) and 
including use of an auxiliary cell ("A"-celI) to reduce 
ambipolar losses from the plugs. From these studies, 
we found that ILL. high-technology characteristic of the 
tandem reactor would be required to meet our MNS 
objectives, implying magnetic fields (at the conductor) 
of > 14T and neutral-beam energies of 600 keV or 
more. The time needed for such technology develop
ment does not match our desire for a 1985 start-of-
construction for MNS. 

Toward the latter pari of this quarter, new ideas 
for pump-out-assisted tandem mirror devices 
appeared."" We are presently evaluating theese ideas 
for application to MNS. with the expectation of 
significantly reducing technology requirements com
pared with the standard tane'em designs. Parameter 
optimization studies for the new configuration will 
continue during the next quarter. 

Parametric Studies of Tandem Mirror Reactors. 
(G. A. Carlson, It. M. liojihosian. ./. //. link. ./. O. 
Myall and W. S. .We/ Jr.) 

We made significant progress in our tandem 
mirror reactor studies.2' Additionally, we have pre
sented new ideas involving thermal barriers.22 

The parametric studies were carried out with an 
analytic zero-dimensional physics model, which has 
been in a continual state of development since first 
presented in the TMX Proposal.- 4 The development 
has resulted in nn -e accurate calculations and a more 
versatile computat. ..al tool. A recent major sophisti
cation has been the addition of a controller program 
for automatic optimization. 

The major goal of our tandem mirror reactor 
studies since the publication of our preliminary design 
report-^ has been to improve reactor performance, 
while at the same time lowering the level of required 
technology (principally neutral beams and magnets). 
Ideas that have been investigated are the addition of 
"A" cells, direct electron-heating in the central cell, 
direct electron-heating in the plugs, and thermal bar
riers to insulate the plug electrons from the central 
cell electrons. 

The "A" cells are auxiliary plasma cells placed at 
either end of the tandem mirror, outside the plug cells. 
The purpose of the "A" cell is to reduce the outward 
potential drop of the plug plasma and thus improve 
the confinement of the plug plasma. The required 
injection power for the "A" cell can be very small, 
and a net benefit can be realized, either as a reduction 
in plug-injection energy, or improved performance, or 
both. An additional benefit from "A" cells is that 
minimum-B "A" cells may magnetohydrodynamically 
stabilize the entire tandem mirror system, allowing the 
use of simple mirror plug cells. For equal on-axis 
field strengths, simple mirror plugs can be designed 
with lower maximum fields than minimum-B plugs. 

Direct electron-heating in the central cell allows a 
further reduction in injection energy and results in a 
further improvement in performance. Electron cyclo
tron heating (ECH) in the central cell could be done 
at the microwave frequency of gyrotrons under 
development (110 GHz). 



Direct electron-heating in the plugs by ECH 
would require the development of higher frequency 
gyrotrnns. hut would result in another reduction in 
required injection energy and another improvement 
in performance. The improvements are due to the 
significantly higher electron temperature that is estab
lished in the plug. 

The thermal harrier concept is discussed in detail 
in Ref. 24. Basically, it involves the maintenance of a 
mirror cell with depressed plasma potential between 
the central cell and plug. This depression in the 
potential serves as an electron thermal barrier between 
the central cell and plug. Electron heating in the plug 
can then result in a very much higher electron temper
ature there and in a large improvement in tandem 
performance. The effect of the thermal barrier is so 
strong that large relaxations of technology can he 
made. Reduced plug-magnetic field and plasma density 
allow the use of ECH healing in the range 55-110GHz 
in the plug region. 

Table 4 gives a short list of parameters for 
three different landem mirror reactors. The first 
column is the case previously discussed in Ref. 26. 
This unoptimi7cd design used "A" cells and direct 
electron-healing in the central cell. We see that the 
injection energy is reduced from the 1200 keV specified 
for our preliminary design.2'' but the plug magnetic 
field strength is very high. (The lower value for B m a x 

refers to a simple mirror plug, i.e., MHD stabilization 
by the "A" cell; the higher value refers to a yin-
yang plug.) 

The second column is an optimized design with 
"A" cells and direct electron heating in the plugs. 
(This case is discussed more fully in Ref. 22.) In 
comparison with the first column, there is a significant 
reduction in neutral-beam energy and maximum 

magnetic-field strength. The plasma Q is the same for 
the two cases, but the Tirsl-wall neutron loading 
1' is more than twice as high for the ;econd case. 
However, the reduced first-w.' i radius for the second 
case means that the fusion power density volume-
averaged over the annular central cell does not increase 
as the ratio of l"s. but rather as [1.3(0.9 + 0.5 t)] 
[0.6(1.9 + 0.5 0] , where t is the thickness of the 
central cell annulus (blanket, shield, and magnet). 
Taking t = 2.0 m as typical, we find the ratio to be 
1.4. still greater than unity. 

The third column is a preliminary, unoptimized 
design incorporating the thermal-barrier concept. This 
case is discussed more fully in Ref. 23. The improve
ments over the firs! two cases are striking. The neutral-
beam injection energy is reduced to 200 keV, and only 
15 MW of beam power is required. The maximum 
magnetic field is reduced to 12 T 0 is increased to 
23 and P to 3.6 MW m-. Of course, this wall loading 
can always be reduced by increasing the first-wall 
radius, if that proves to he cost-effective from the 
standpoint of wall lifetime. Doubling the first-wall 
radius (halving the first-wall loading) would increase 
the material volume of the annular central cell 
( — 2 m thickness) by a factor of 1.5. The reactor is 
attractively dimensioned the central cell has a first 
wall radius of I.I m and a length of 50 m. Clearly, 
the thermal barrier concept can result in a superior 
reactor. 

Our future reactor studies must thoroughly 
investigate the details for the thermal barrier concept. 
Our analytic physics model must undergo a major 
modification to include thermal barriers. Then, we will 
be able to do more accurate calculations and begin to 
optimize a design. Equally important, we must 
investigate fully the technology requirements of the 

TABLE 4. Three tand:m mirror reactors. 

"A" ' celts and central "V" cells and plug- Thermal 
cell electron heating electron heating barriers 

E i n j 601) keV .150 200 

Bmax 19 or 21 T 15 or 17 12 

^neutral beam »0 MW 42 15 

^electron heating 130 M W 250 50 

^fusion 2100 M W .1000 1500 

l . c 240 m .120 50 

' fw 1.9 m 0.9 1.1 

Q 10 10 2.1 

V 0.6 M W / m 2 1.3 3.6" 

aThis value can always be reduced by increasing the first wall radius if that proves to 
be cost-effective from the standpoint of wall lifetime. 
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thermal barrier, as discussed briefly in Ref. 23. If thcs^ we will have met our goal of significant tandem rcirror 
studies show that we can achieve (or better) the performance improvement with reduced technology 
parameters listed in the third column of Table 4, then requirements. 

3. APPLIED PLASMA PHYSICS 
Applied Plasma Physics is a major sub-organizational unit of the Magnetic Fusion Energy (MFE) 

Program. It includes Fusion Plasma Theory and Experimental Plasma Research. 
The Fusion Plasma Theory group has the responsibility for developing theoretical-computational models 

in the general areas of plasma properties, equilibrium, stability, transport, and atomic physics. This group has 
responsibility for giving guidance to the mirror experimental program. There is a formal division of the group into 
theory and computational; however, in this report the efforts of the two areas are not separated since many projects 
have contributions from members of both. 

Under the Experimental Plasma Research Program we are developing a neutral-beam source, the intense, 
pulsed ion-neutral source (IPINS). for the generation of a reverscd-ficld configuration on 2XIIB. We are also 
studying the feasibility of using certain neutron-detection techniques as plasma diagnostics in the next generation of 
thermonuclear experiments. 

Fusion Plasma Theory 
Effect of Axial Profiles on Ion Confinement in TMX. 
(T IX RoKnlim ami 7. A. CulUr) 

Calculations of ion confinement using actual 
potential and magnetic field profiles instead of a 
square-well show that the collisional confinement is 
smaller than previously estimated. 

In the last quarterly.27 we reported on the trans
ition Irom coilisional to Pastukhov confinement for 
the central cell ions in TMX. The conclusion was 
that TMX should be well into the collisional confine
ment regime. These results were based on a square-
well model with the potential and magnetic fields 
rising abruptly at the end of the central cell. This 
quarter we have extended the Mon'.e Carlo calcula
tions to include the actual spatial profiles of the 
potential and magnetic fields. For reference, the col
lisional confinement time is 

\JTT RL ,e<£, ... 
rc = •y-^. exp (-^) . (1) 

where R is the mirror ratio, L is the effective 
length. 0is the confining potential,": is the tempera
ture, and Vj = (2T/m i)'/ 2. 

Inclusion of the actual spatial profiles of potential 
and magnetic field have produced two important 
modifications to our earlier results. First, the effective 
length of the central cell which comes into the col
lisional scaling law is only about 3 m, one-half of the 

6-m mirror-to-mirror distance. This is because the 
length comes from calculating the central cell volume, 
and using the actual spatially varying flux tube area 
due to the changing magnetic field reduces the volume 
by one-half over the square-well model. Secondly, the 
mirror ratio that is relevant to the central cell ions is 
the rat'o measured at the maximum of the potential. 
For the TMX vacuum magnetic field, this changes the 
mirror ratio from 4(1 to 20, since the peak in the 
potential is at the center of the mirror plug. From 
Eq. (IV we see that reducing the length and the 
mirror ratio each by a factor of one-half gives a 
fourfold reduction in rc. Consequently, this results 

1 1—t I t i n ] 1 1—r 
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: "^7/ : 
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c" / ^- Pastukhov 

' , (Ref. 28) 
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Fig. 28. Transition from collisional to Pastukhov 
confinement for TMX uses actual profiles of potential 
and magnetic fields. 
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in the eollisional confinement time for TMX greater 
by a factor of about 2 than the Pastukhov time. 
rather than by the factor of X found for the squarc-
ucll model. 

The transition from eollisional to Pastukhov con-
Imrmenl is shown in Fig. 28 as the central cell density 
ii, is varied. The TMX vacuum magnetic field pro
file is used with a central cell field of 500 Ci. a mirror 
peak field of 20 kG. and a plug midplane field of 
HI kCi. The ion temperature is K0 eV. er/. T is other 
: aranieters are taken from the TMX proposal. In 
1 iti. 2K. the axial profiles are kept the same while all 
the densities are varied in the same ratio to show the 
transition from collisional to Pastukhov confinement. 

Kxperimental Plasma Research 
The Intense. I*ulsed Ion-Neutral Source (ll'INS) 
(It. U. Stallaril and /). .V. Promt) 

Flforts during this quarter were devoted to fur
ther study of ion-beam propagation within a plasma 
channel and across a void to a target located 250 em 
from the diode anode. The ion beam was extracted 
through a virtual cathode. Reflexing electrons were 
supplied by a real cathode on the opposite side of 
the anode. Improvements in the facility included both 
installation of a solenoid transport magnet extending 
to 140 cm from the anode that is capable of operation 
to ft kG. and plasma sources both surface discharge 
and 1 i-washer gun type used to create a preexisting 
plasma channel for the beam. Added downstream 

diagnostics were several Rogowski belts for current 
monitors and improved calorimeter and ion collector 
probe arrays for measuring beam profiles. 

Experiments on beam propagation into a plasma 
channel were carried out in the geometry of Fig. 29. 
The presence of a plasma channel improves beam 
propagation and also provides a source of electrons 
to neutralize the ion-beam space charge. The plasma 
source used was located either at the end of the 
transport solenoid (surface discharge type) or on the 
end-flange of a vacuum tank about I m downstream 
from the exit of the solenoid (Ti-washer guns). The 
delay hetween firing of the plasma source and the 
application of anode voltage was varied to optimize 
the plasma channel. 

Three important results were achieved by use of 
the solenoid field and plasma sources: 

• The solenoid increases the plasma cunenl How. 
presumably by acting as a guide field for plasma 
electrons. Currents are substantially reduced at the end 
of the transport tube with the solenoid off. 

• lon-buam energy as indicated by calorimetrv 
and neutrons created by deuteron impact upon a C D i 
target are increased. 

• By allowing prompt flow of plasma current 
along the transport when the anode voltage is applied, 
the diode can rapidly reach the low impedance, high 
current (ion flow mode) state. This "rapid anode 
strike" capability is important because the ion-flow 
pulse length can be increased by widening the anode-
cathode gap. 
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Fig. 29. Experiments on beam propagation into a plasma channel were carried out in the geometry shown here. 
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Ti-washer guns provide a sufficient source of 
electrons for neutralizing the beam after it exits the 
transport solenoid (void propagation). Well-defined 
beam profiles were measured by the calorimeter and 
ion probe arrays at 250 cm. Typical beam energy 
delivered was 500-600 .1. On one shot, 800 J was 
achieved. These energies compare with typically 
< 100 .1 delivered at 2.2 m under early operation with 
extraction through a real cathode. The beam profiles 
at 6 kG solcnoidal field are characterized by a beam 
half-angle ff1/2 ~ 8°-10°, referred to the end of the 

pipe. There is some evidence that the angle may be 
reduced with a lower solenoid field. This has yet to 
be explored. 

IPINS operation ceased March 21 because ot 
clearing of the experimental area for installation of 
MFTF related equipment. Machine design and sile 
preparations are now underway for installation ol 
IPINS on Heta II. We anticipate further system im
provements and the beginning of cross-field injection 
experiments when operation resumes. 
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